Goalie Training Session 1
This is a basic skating drill but goalies at all levels will benefit from this by..No crease required
you can use this anywhere you have room on the ice. Shorten if needed by only doing the
patterns you feel are needed. (BF= butterfly)

Simple shooting drill, gets goalies used to moving to the proper angle. Remember, the angle

that matters is the PUCK, not the shooter. If the goalie is off the angle stop, point out the correct
angle, and start over.

Goalie Training Session 2
Edge work is essential and all goalies should work to improve this skill. When pivoting reinforce
head first, then hands, then hips, the move. PGD calls this head/hands/hips/go, the goalies will
know this term. Look for goalies to load the back leg edge for strong pushes.

For younger goalies, or to work on shuffles and shorter movements, the coach can move closer.
The coach can also move on each rep to get the goalie moving to the puck not to where they
know the coach is. Watch for head/hands/hips/go and loading the push leg/

Goalie Training Session 3
With movement watch for head/hands/hip/go. When goalies recover (aka get back to their feet)
the push leg gets up first. That means if the goalie is moving to her/his left the right leg gets up
first. Younger goalies can stick to phase 1. BSR is back side recover, that’s getting one skate
planted firmly and sliding without recovering fully.

The focus is on stick saves, older goalies should start in a good stance and drop to make the
save. Younger goalies can start in a butterfly. Watch to see the goalie tracking the puck all the
way and turning her/his head to track the puck. Goalie should have stick out front and use a
circular or arc motion to direct the puck, not poke or stab at it. This is especially common with
younger goalies.

